Own Your Assets

Be in the know on all facets of your mobile fleet. From public transportation to school buses, the TSS delivers live, high-definition mobile surveillance footage, full GPS and geofencing interface and live trigger-based notifications.

With advanced telemetry systems from LevelCon, your time-sensitive data can be aggregated from anywhere in the world and delivered to you on any platform you deploy.

Typical Applications

- Public transportation fleets
- Public and private school buses fleets
- Limousine services
- Taxi services

Features

- GPS Enabled for mobile asset tracking
- Motion Detection
- Custom Event Video Triggers
- 4x Digital Inputs for custom alarms and status
- Solid State Data Storage (no more hard drive headaches)
- RS232/RS485/UART Modbus Support Option
- GSM/CDMA 4G LTE Support Option
- 802.11b/g/n
- 24/7 Access to Data on LevelCon Cloud
DS200 Facts

The industry leading DS200 provides critical data in a way that has never been possible before. Using a robust dedicated cellular gateway, the DS200 offers a fully functional digital video recording system sporting a state of the art web based interface. Able to integrate virtually any wired or wireless IP camera, the system provides unprecedented performance and flexibility in the transportation industry.

Integrated with a GPS suite of technologies to track your mobile asset anywhere in the world, The DS200 was designed with trigger based alarms for speed and geofencing, you can rest assured that your assets are safe, secure and visible via our cloud based interface, compatible with any computer, tablet or mobile device.

Don’t waste time scrolling through hours of video feed to find the footage you need, the DS200 flags set trigger events so you can easily identify the exact feed location for a quick search. The high resolution, Wi-Fi cameras with audio capabilities allow for full coverage and zero blind spots. Take an added precaution and add an outdoor camera as well to deter vandalism or theft.